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AGENT HEADSHOT

1410 Anna Ave
University City, 63130

Circa 1914:                      If “happy” described a home, you’ll find it in this light-filled, 3+ 
bedroom cottage-style home in University City at the top of a short non-thru 
street, where the curb appeal begins with freshly painted gray original 
wood-siding and a fun yellow door. This 1 1/2 story home blends classic charm 
with modern updates that include original refinished hardwood flooring, 
coffered ceilings, a butler’s pantry & a cheery 3-season sun porch that can be 
your own petite greenhouse. The rehabbed kitchen (which includes white shaker 
cabinets & quartz countertops) and bathroom were designed to maximize space, 
enhance functionality & provide a modern yet timeless/classic feel to this home.  
Expanded bedroom closets are a surprise for a house of this age & are a clothing 
lover’s dream! The hidden upstairs bonus room adds to the charm, and a 
brand-new egress window fills the walkout lower-level bedroom with light. Don’t 
miss this rare opportunity to live 2 miles from downtown Clayton & 5 minutes 
from the Loop.
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Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

Monthly Utility Averages
ELECTRIC

GAS

SEWER

WATER

FLOORPLAN

TRASH
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 1410ANNA.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Beautiful new exterior paint job and pop
of color on the door!
P Don't miss the hidden upstairs bonus

room, perfect for an extra bedroom or
office!
P Office/Guest Room = design and function

with this cute sofa sleeper! (I'm for sale!)
P Beautiful original hardwood floors!
P Coffered ceilings add a special touch to

this unique home.
P Check out the spacious basement

bedroom and newly-installed egress.
P Cute 3-seasons porch functions as a

mudroom or garden oasis!
P Custom kitchen & bath designed with

quartz counters and shaker cabinets!
PWhite faux wood blinds throughout!
P Large dining room holds a table fit for

Thanksgiving Day! (I'm for sale!)


